Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Compelling data from animal studies suggest that retrieval/reactivation of an existing memory trace may lead to its destabilisation^[@CR1],\ [@CR2]^, hence opening a limited time-window during which the memory can be degraded, maintained or enhanced through consolidation-like processes termed "reconsolidation"^[@CR3]--[@CR5]^. An important principle of the reconsolidation hypothesis is that post-retrieval pharmacological interference results in the loss of consolidated knowledge due to the disruption of the restabilization process of the memory trace. Most of the support for this idea comes from an amnesic phenomenon observed in animals using injection of protein synthesis inhibitors directly into specific brain areas in close temporal proximity to the reactivation of an established memory trace that hinders its restabilization. However, even such direct intervention may result only in transient impairments of performance with a high tendency for recovery^[@CR6],\ [@CR7]^, hence challenging the reconsolidation-based interpretation of the phenomena and raising the possibility of a failure in memory retrieval^[@CR8]^ rather than memory trace decay^[@CR3]^.

As protein synthesis inhibitors cannot be administered to humans, the introduction of a competing task, that has been shown to effectively block the consolidation process initiated by a novel learning experience^[@CR9]--[@CR11]^, has been adopted as a post-retrieval intervention in investigations of reconsolidation processes with human participants^[@CR9],\ [@CR12]--[@CR15]^. For example, to test the susceptibility of previously consolidated procedural knowledge to post-retrieval interference, Walker *et al*.^[@CR9]^ conducted a 3-day study of motor sequence learning using a computerized version of the sequential finger tapping task adapted from Karni *et al*. (1995, 1998). Training on a sequence (T-Seq) on Day1 was followed by the retest of the same sequence on Day2 to reactivate its memory trace. Immediately afterwards, participants were either trained, or not, on a second (novel) sequence. Finally on Day3, participants were retested again to assess changes as a result of the hypothesized post-reactivation reconsolidation process. As expected, post-training delayed gains in the performance of the T-Seq, a behavioral manifestation of motor sequence memory consolidation^[@CR9],\ [@CR16]--[@CR18]^, were expressed during retest on Day2. Additional delayed gains in performance for the T-Seq were evident on Day3, but only if no post-reactivation interference in the form of training on the second movement sequence was afforded. The post-reactivation interference, on the other hand, resulted in a significant decrease in accuracy with no significant change in speed^[@CR9]^. The latter result was interpreted as evidence for the notion that experience with a competing task may lead to the loss of consolidated knowledge disrupting a consolidated motor memory trace, presumably through interference with post-retrieval motor memory reconsolidation processes. However, in four replication attempts, some using software provided by Walker's group, Hardwicke *et al*.^[@CR19]^ failed to show any impairment in performance following post-retrieval interference in the form of new learning, thus failing to provide support for the reconsolidation theory.

Although conjectural, Hardwicke *et al*.'s (2016) replication failures could be due to boundary conditions in reconsolidation processes^[@CR19],\ [@CR20]^. For example, the length of the reactivation experience has been found to be a critical factor, such that a brief reactivation period renders the memory trace for a motor sequence labile and susceptible to interference, whereas a longer reactivation period may not^[@CR15]^. Nevertheless, the detrimental effects of behavioral interference on the briefly reactivated motor task have been transient, with task performance rapidly recovered with continued practice^[@CR15]^. The fast recovery of skilled performance challenges the concept of reconsolidation theory and suggests that the impairment following the post-reactivation interference procedure could be due to a transient failure in skill memory retrieval^[@CR8]^ rather than its genuine degradation. Thus, whether, when and how a competing behavioral experience following the retrieval/reactivation of a given skill can interfere with reconsolidation processes and specifically degrade the pre-established "how to" knowledge remains an open question.

Using a 3-day motor sequence learning paradigm (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) with a brief memory trace reactivation experience^[@CR15]^, the current study provides strong evidence to the notion that behavioral interference can result in genuine impairment of a consolidated memory in humans. By manipulating the time between the motor memory retrieval and behavioral interference in a form of new learning, we first tested whether the susceptibility of the reactivated memory trace is limited to a time-window of a few hours duration, as previously shown for consolidation processes initiated by practice on a novel task^[@CR10],\ [@CR11],\ [@CR21]^. To this end, three groups of participants were first trained on Day1, being instructed to tap a given sequence of finger movements (T-Seq) using a response pad. A single block performing the T-Seq was used on Day2 as a retrieval experience (i.e., reactivation), and the T-Seq was retested again on Day3. Behavioral interference, in the form of training on a second (novel) movement sequence (Int-Seq, composed of the same component movements but in a different order) was afforded to two (out of three) groups, either immediately or 8 hours after the brief experience with the T-Seq on Day2. To directly assess the impact of the brief post-training experience with the T-Seq afforded during reactivation on Day2 on its subsequent performance, a fourth group of participants was trained on Day1 and retested on Day3 only. We hypothesized that delayed consolidation gains would be expressed during a subsequent session in all groups (during the reactivation on Day2 in the first three groups or the retest on Day3 in the fourth group). Furthermore, we expected that these gains in performance would be negatively affected by immediate post-reactivation interference while performance levels following reactivation in two other groups (i.e., with 8-hour post-reactivation interference and without interference) would be preserved. Finally, it has been proposed that the difference in motor serial task representations is reflected in an actual tapping pattern of the sequence^[@CR22]^. Therefore, we also expected that through analyses of patterns of inter-key press intervals, it would be possible to determine whether the loss of consolidation gains following effective post-reactivation interference reflect (or not) a genuine memory decay.Figure 1Study design. (**A**) Sequential finger tapping task. A sequence initially trained on the first experimental day (T-Seq, left panel) and a novel sequence used during the interfering training on the second day (Int-Seq, right panel). The two sequences were matched for number of movements per digit and mirror-reversed in relation to each other (in terms of order). (**B**) Experimental groups. On Day1, all groups underwent training on the T-Seq consisted of 14 performance blocks. On Day2, 55 participants underwent reactivation experience performing T-Seq (React, 1 block) and then were assigned either to an immediate interference group, an 8-hour interference group or a no interference group (ReactInt, React8hInt and ReactNoInt group, respectively). The interference was introduced behaviorally in a form of training on another (novel) sequence (Int-Seq). On Day3, performance for the T-Seq was tested in all groups using 7 performance blocks. In all sessions, performance blocks consisted of 60 key-presses, equivalent to 12 possible 5-element sequences, and were separated by 25-second periods of rest.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

On Day1, all participants (4 groups, n = 70) underwent initial training on the sequential finger tapping task, which required subjects to tap repeatedly the assigned 5-element sequence of movements (T-Seq) using a response pad with the fingers of the left, non-dominant hand. To evaluate the effects of behavioral interference following the retrieval of the presumably consolidated T-Seq (reactivation) on Day2, 55 participants were randomly assigned either to an immediate interference, an 8-hour delayed interference or to a no interference condition (ReactInt group, n = 20; React8hInt group, n = 15; ReactNoInt group, n = 20, respectively). To control for the effects of the brief post-training experience with the T-Seq afforded on Day2 on its subsequent performance, 15 participants did not attend the second experimental day, and were thus asked to come back on Day3 only (NoReactNoInt group) (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

Motor skill performance was evaluated using a measure reflecting accuracy, i.e., a percentage of correct transitions, and a measure reflecting speed, i.e., the time (duration) per block spent at performing the task^[@CR23],\ [@CR24]^. To limit the period of memory trace reactivation as recommended by de Beukelaar *et al*.^[@CR15]^, and to minimize the effects of the additional practice afforded in the retesting *per se*, performance level at each time-point of interest (i.e., initial learning, reactivation and retest) was evaluated using data from a single block corresponding to the execution of 12 consecutive 5-element sequences. Furthermore, to account for warm-up effects and an underestimation of the actual level of skill acquired^[@CR25]^, performance measures were assessed using data from the final 30 key-presses (i.e., equivalent to 6 final sequences of the block^[@CR26]^).

Accuracy {#Sec3}
--------

Accuracy rates corresponding to the percentage of correct transitions (i.e., transitions that correspond to 4 transitions between successive elements within a sequence, plus an additional transition between sequences) are shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. In line with previous reports^[@CR17],\ [@CR18],\ [@CR24],\ [@CR27],\ [@CR28]^, performance on the task was characterized by high levels of accuracy in all groups (97.13 ± 1.07%; 95.16 ± 1.23%; 92.37 ± 1.07%; 96.50 ± 1.23%, mean ± s.e.m for ReactInt, React8hInt, ReactNoInt and NoReactNoInt respectively) with no significant improvement in accuracy rate during training on Day1. Repeated-measures ANOVA with *block* (14 training blocks) as a within-subject factor and *group* (ReactInt, React8hInt, ReactNoInt and NoReactNoInt) as a between-subject factor showed no significant effect of *block*, nor *block* by *group* interaction (*F* ~(7.91,521.91)~ = 1.36, *p* = 0.21; *F* ~(23.72,\ 521.91)~ = 0.69, *p* = 0.87, respectively), indicating that within-training gains in accuracy were absent in all experimental groups. There was, however, a significant *group* effect (*F* ~(3,66)~ = 3.82, *p* = 0.01) that was driven by a significantly less accurate performance in the ReactNoInt group compared to the ReactInt and NoReactNoInt groups (p ≤ 0.01). Following consolidation interval, however, ReactNoInt group successfully closed this gap, hence being the only one (out of three groups that underwent reactivation on Day2) that showed significant delayed gains in accuracy as indicated by a t-test (two-tailed) comparing accuracy rates during the last training block on Day1 and the reactivation block on Day2 (*t* ~(19)~ = 0.55, *p* = 0.59; *t* ~(19)~ = −1.60, *p* = 0.13; *t* ~(19)~ = −2.10, *p* \< 0.05, ReactInt, React8hInt and ReactNoInt group respectively).Figure 2Accuracy. The percentage of correct transitions (i.e., transitions that correspond to 4 transitions between successive elements within a sequence, plus an additional transition between sequences; accuracy) for the last 30 key-presses for each performance block during the training, reactivation and retest (Day1, Day2 and Day3 respectively). Bars -- standard error of the mean (s.e.m.).

A repeated-measures ANOVA with *time-point* (End-T, React and Retest) as a within-subject factor and *group* (ReactInt, React8hInt and ReactNoInt) as a between-subject factor was used to test the effect of the post-reactivation interference experience. No significant results were derived from this analysis (*F* ~(2,104)~ = 2.32, *p* = 0.10; *F* ~(4,104)~ = 1.71, *p* = 0.15; *F* ~(2,52)~ = 0.40, *p* = 0.67, *time-point* effect, *time-point* by *group* interaction and *group* effect respectively) indicating that overall, there were no significant changes in accuracy rate between the end of training on Day1, the reactivation block on Day2 and the retest on Day3 across groups. Moreover, the absence of significant *time-point* by *group* interaction also indicates that accuracy rates were not affected by different post-reactivation interference manipulations.

Performance rate {#Sec4}
----------------

### Initial training {#Sec5}

Training resulted in a significant improvement of performance, with performance duration significantly shortened from 13.13 ± 0.46 sec to 9.05 ± 0.31 sec (mean ± s.e.m., initial and final training blocks, respectively) (*F* ~(1,66)~ = 149.28; *p* \< 0.001) with no significant group differences (*F* ~(1,66)~ = .78; *p* = 0.51) (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, left plot). Repeated-measures ANOVA with *block* (14 training blocks) as a within-subject factor and *group* (ReactInt, React8hInt, ReactNoInt and NoReactNoInt) as a between-subject factor showed significant effect of *block* (*F* ~(5.32,351.41)~ = 35.87, *p* \< 0.001), with no significant effect of *group* or *block* by *group* interaction (*F* ~(3,66)~ = 1.44, *p* = 0.24; *F* ~(15.97,351.41)~ = 0.78, *p* = 0.87, respectively), indicating robust improvement in performance over the course of initial training with similar performance levels across all groups.Figure 3Performance duration and post-training gains. Time (i.e., duration) to complete the last 30 key-presses for each performance block during the training, reactivation and retest (Day1, Day2 and Day3 respectively) (left plot). Time to complete the last 30 key-presses during the last training-block, during the reactivation block and during the first retest-block (End-T, React and Retest respectively) (upper right plot). Gains in performance, normalized to the last training-block, that developed during the consolidation interval (i.e., between the end of training on Day1 and reactivation on Day2; Cons. Gains), after reactivation (i.e., between the reactivation on Day2 and retest on Day3; Post-React. Gains) and during the entire post-training period (i.e., between the end of training on Day1 and retest on Day3; Total Post-T Gains) (lower right plot). Note, positive values indicate performance improvements. Bars -- standard error of the mean (s.e.m.). \*Significant results at .05 level, ^\#^Significant results at .01 level, n.s. -- not significant.

### Memory consolidation and time-dependent effect of interference on the reactivated motor memory trace {#Sec6}

A single performance block used to reactivate the memory trace of the T-Seq on Day2 was completed in less than half a minute (17.81 ± 0.80 sec; 17.00 ± 1.37 sec; 18.13 ± 1.16 sec, mean block duration ± s.e.m. for the ReactInt, React8hInt and ReactNoInt group, respectively). Importantly, all three groups showed robust post-training delayed gains during this performance period, hence reflecting the expression of the procedural memory consolidation^[@CR9],\ [@CR10],\ [@CR17],\ [@CR18],\ [@CR29]--[@CR32]^. Overall, performance duration significantly reduced from 9.36 ± 0.38 sec during the last training block to 8.48 ± 0.32 sec during the reactivation block (mean ± s.e.m.; *F* ~(1,52)~ = 22.60, *p* \< 0.001) and did not differ between groups (*F* ~(2,52)~ = 0.22, *p* = 0.80; *F* ~(2,52)~ = 1.05, *p* = 0.36, effect of *group* and *time-point* by *group* interaction respectively) (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, upper right plot).

A repeated-measures ANOVA with *time-point* (End-T, React and Retest) as a within-subject factor and *group* (ReactInt, React8hInt and ReactNoInt) as a between-subject factor was used to test the effect of the post-reactivation interference experience. There was a significant effect of *time-point* (*F* ~(1.64,85.25)~ = 15.40, *p* \< 0.001), indicating robust changes in performance between the end of training on Day1, the reactivation block on Day2 and the retest on Day3 across groups. Importantly, the *time-point* by *group* interaction was significant (*F* ~(3.28,85.25)~ = 2.69, *p* \< 0.05), suggesting that these changes in performance were modulated by the different post-reactivation interference manipulations. The consolidation gains expressed on Day2 by all groups (reported above) were degraded if interference training was afforded immediately following reactivation, so that performance in the ReactInt group during the first retest-block on Day3 did not differ from the performance achieved by the end of training on Day1 (*p* = 0.75) (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, the React8hInt group successfully carried over its consolidation gains to Day3 (*p* \< 0.01), similar to the ReactNoInt group (*p* \< 0.01). As a result, total post-training performance gains expressed on Day3 by the ReactInt group were significantly lower than in the React8hInt and ReactNoInt groups (*p* \< 0.05), hence suggesting that new learning afforded one day after initial training on a motor sequence impaired performance of this sequence in a time-dependent manner (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, lower right plot).

### Effects of additional experience with the motor sequence task {#Sec7}

Surprisingly, without any additional experience with the task during the post-training interval, no delayed gains in performance rate were evident by Day3 in NoReactNoInt group (paired t-test: *t* ~(19)~ = −0.818, *p* = 0.427) (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, right plots). Given that in the ReactNoInt group the post-training delayed gains in performance expressed by Day2 persisted, we assume that a brief reactivation experience alone could be an important factor in preserving consolidation gains keeping them readily available for longer term.

### Fast performance improvement with continued practice in the absence of the post-training gains {#Sec8}

To gain insight into changes in performance with continued practice on Day3^[@CR15]^, gradients of linear regression (slopes) through 4 data-points, corresponding to performance during the first 4 blocks of the retest on Day3 were calculated^[@CR33]^ (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Abolishment of consolidation gains in the ReactInt group during the first retest-block on Day3 was associated with significant performance improvement during the subsequent blocks, as indicated by a t-test (two-tailed) performed on the slope coefficients (*t* ~(19)~ = 2.93, *p* \< 0.01). Similar effects were observed in the absence of experience with the T-Seq on Day2 (i.e., NoReactNoInt group, *t* ~(14)~ = 3.02, *p* \< 0.01). However, participants of the React8hInt and ReactNoInt group, who successfully carried over consolidation gains expressed on Day2 to Day3, did not show significant within-test improvement with continued practice. Similar pattern of results was evident taking into account data from all 7 blocks of the retest (*t* ~(19)~ = 2.25, *p* \< 0.05; *t* ~(14)~ = −0.20, *p* = 0.85; *t* ~*(19)*~ = 1.58, *p* = 0.13; *t* ~*(14)*~ = 2.28, *p* \< 0.05, ReactInt, React8hInt, ReactNoInt and NoReactNoInt group respectively). Thus, fast improvement in performance during the retest was associated with an initial failure to express post-training gains on the last experimental day.Figure 4Fast performance improvement in the absence of post-training gains on Day3. Slopes, calculated as a gradient of linear regression line through 4 data points corresponded to the first 4 performance blocks during retest, are shown for each experimental group. Bars -- standard error of the mean (s.e.m.). \*Significant results at 0.05 level, ^\#^significant results at 0.01 level. Note, positive slope coefficients indicate performance rate acceleration.

Dynamic changes in a pattern of inter-key press intervals {#Sec9}
---------------------------------------------------------

The question whether the deficit in post-training performance gains could result from a genuine loss of consolidated knowledge or from a retrieval failure was addressed by testing for experience-driven changes in the pattern of inter-key press intervals (IPIs)^[@CR28],\ [@CR34]^. IPIs pattern is a 5-element vector of time-intervals (i.e., durations) between key presses that correspond to 4 transitions between successive elements within a sequence, plus an additional transition between sequences (Supplementary Fig. [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Changes in IPIs pattern driven by practice and post-training behavioral manipulations were assessed using Pearson correlation coefficients calculated between patterns at different time-points of interest. To allow for proper inferences, correlation coefficients were transformed to the standard normal z distribution using Fisher's z-transformation. Note, that correlation coefficients indicate the degree of similarity between IPIs patterns (i.e., higher values corresponding to greater pattern similarity, and vice versa), but do not reflect changes in overall performance rate. Moreover, this approach takes into account the inter-subject differences in the way the IPIs pattern is formed and modified by previous experience with the task^[@CR28],\ [@CR34],\ [@CR35]^ and allows to perform statistical inferences without making any assumption about the shape and experience-driven changes of the IPIs pattern on the group level.

First, we examined whether and how the primary pattern of inter-key press intervals was modified by practice. Normalized Pearson correlation coefficients calculated in each group and for each training block versus the first and last training blocks on Day1 are shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} (upper and lower plots respectively). During initial training, the IPIs pattern underwent significant changes across all groups so that the degree of similarity to the primary IPIs pattern (i.e., generated by each participant during the first training block) decreased significantly from 1.80 ± 0.11 to 0.99 ± 0.12 (mean ± s.e.m., correlation coefficients for the second and last training blocks, respectively) (*F*(1, 66) = 49.61; *p* \< 0.001) while the degree of similarity to the IPIs pattern formed by the end of training (i.e., generated by each participant during the last training block) significantly increased from .99 ± 0.12 to 1.84 ± 0.10 (mean ± s.e.m., correlation coefficients for the first and the penultimate training block, respectively) (*F*(1, 66) = 70.70; *p* \< 0.001). Thus, rapid and robust improvements in performance rate expressed by the end of the training were also associated with formation of a new, presumably more efficient pattern to generate the sequence. It is worth noting that the IPIs pattern formed by the end of training was different across participants and did not converge to the same shape (Supplementary Fig. [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).Figure 5Dynamic changes in a pattern of inter-key press intervals during the initial training on Day1. Degree of similarity between patterns of inter-key press intervals (IPIs) was assessed based on normalized Pearson correlation coefficients calculated for each individual using the Fisher's z-transformation. Mean normalized Pearson correlation coefficients between the primary IPIs pattern generated during the first training block and the subsequent practice (i.e., training blocks 2--14) for each group (upper plot). Mean normalized Pearson correlation coefficients between the IPIs pattern formed by the end of training (i.e., during the last training block) and the preceding practice (i.e., training blocks 1--13) for each group (lower plot). Bars -- standard error of the mean (s.e.m.).

Following the consolidation phase, the IPIs pattern formed by the end of the initial training underwent additional modification, as indicated by its weaker correlation with the IPIs pattern observed during the reactivation block on Day2 (React) versus its correlation with the IPIs pattern observed during the penultimate training block on Day1 (End-T) (Fig. [6A](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, upper plot). The decrease in IPIs pattern similarity overnight was significant across all groups that underwent an actual reactivation of the memory trace for the T-Seq on Day 2 (*F*(1, 52) = 14.34, *p* \< 0.001). This result is in line with the notion that the overnight consolidation of a motor skill involves changes in the motor sequence representation^[@CR28]^. Yet, the correlation between IPIs patterns at the end of training and during the reactivation block remained strong (1.49 ± 0.16, 1.50 ± 0.24, 1.34 ± 0.17, mean ± s.e.m for ReactInt, React8hInt and ReactNoInt group respectively) and was significantly higher than the correlation between the IPIs patterns during the first and the last block of the initial training on Day1 across groups (*F*(1, 52) = 29.80, *p* \< 0.001).Figure 6Degree of similarity between patterns of inter-key press intervals. Degree of similarity between patterns of inter-key press intervals (IPIs) was assessed based on normalized Pearson correlation coefficients calculated for each individual using the Fisher's z-transformation. (**A**) Mean normalized Pearson correlation coefficients of IPIs pattern formed by the end of the initial training (i.e., during the last training block on Day1) with IPIs pattern for the reactivation block on Day2 (React) and for the first retest-block on Day3 (Retest) for ReactInt, React8hInt and ReactNoInt group (upper plot). Mean normalized Pearson correlation coefficients between IPIs patterns formed by the end of the initial training on Day1 and each retest-block on Day3 (1--7) for each group (lower plot). (**B**) Mean normalized Pearson correlation coefficients between IPIs patterns for the first retest-block and during the subsequent repeated practice (i.e., retest-blocks 2--7) for each group. Bars -- standard error of the mean (s.e.m.). \*Significant results at .05 level, ^\#^Significant results at .01 level.

To assess changes in the pattern of inter-key press intervals following actual reactivation of the consolidated memory trace on the second day, normalized Pearson correlation coefficients resulted from correlation of the IPIs pattern during the reactivation block on Day2 (React) and during the first retest block on Day3 (Retest) with the IPIs pattern formed by the end of the initial training (i.e., during the last training block on Day1) were analysed (Fig. [6A](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, upper plot). The repeated-measures ANOVA with *time-point* (React and Retest) as a within-subject factor and *group* (ReactInt, React8hInt and ReactNoInt) as a between-subject factor showed significant effect of *time-point* with significant *time-point* by *group* interaction (*F* ~(1,52)~ = 9.39, *p* \< 0.01; *F* ~(2,52)~ = 3.90, *p* \< 0.05, effect of *time-point* and *group* by *time-point* interaction respectively). This result indicates that from Day2 to Day3, a degree of the IPIs pattern similarity with the one formed by the end of the initial training decreased across groups; this decrease, however, differed between groups as a function of reactivation-interference manipulation. Post hoc tests performed separately for each group showed significant decrease in the degree of pattern similarity only in the ReactInt group (*p* = 0.001; *p* = 0.11; *p* = 0.58, ReactInt, React8hInt and ReactNoInt group respectively).

Analyses of correlation coefficients calculated in each group for each retest-block, versus the last block of training on Day1, showed greater similarity between IPIs pattern during the final retest and IPIs pattern formed by the end of training in the NoReactNoInt group, compared to all other groups (significant *group* effect resulting from repeated-measures ANOVA: *F* ~(3,66)~ = 5.08, *p* \< 0.01, and post hoc t-tests: *p* \< 0.05) (Fig. [6A](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, lower plot). This finding suggests that any experience with the task during the post-training interval modified the IPIs pattern implemented during the T-Seq performance at the final retest. Furthermore, similar analysis using data only from the first 4 retest-blocks resulted in significant *block* by *group* interaction (*F* ~(7.67,168.80)~ = 2.85, *p* \< 0.01). A post-hoc analysis performed separately for each group revealed a significant block effect for the NoReactNoInt group (*F* ~(2.29,31.99)~ = 3.91, *p* \< 0.05) so that correlation with IPIs pattern formed by the end of training increased across the first retest-blocks. As reported above, this rapid recovery of the IPIs pattern formed by the end of training during the retest was also associated with faster performance. Noteworthy, no recovery of previously implemented IPIs patterns, i.e., pattern either formed by the end of training or during the reactivation block, was evident in the other groups (ReactInt, React8hInt, ReactNoInt) (Fig. [6A](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, lower plot and Supplementary Fig. [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). We, thus, suggest that the increase in similarity between IPIs pattern during the retest on Day3 and IPIs pattern formed by the end of training on Day1, in the absence of any experience with the task in between (i.e., NoReactNoInt group), may reflect an initial failure in memory retrieval and its rapid rescue with continued practice. The greater reliance on previously formed IPIs pattern also allowed for rapid recovery of previously obtained motor skill levels. On the other hand, the rapid within-test improvement in performance rate observed in the ReactInt group was not characterized by recovery of previously formed IPIs patterns and, therefore, is unlikely to reflect the rapid rescue of previously established memory following an initial retrieval deficit.

Finally, we tested whether IPIs pattern during the first retest-block underwent significant changes with continued practice by comparing the degree of IPIs patterns similarity between the first and the remaining (i.e., 6 out of the 7) retest-blocks (Fig. [6B](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Only following immediate post-reactivation interference, IPIs pattern generated at the very beginning of the retest session on Day3 was significantly modified by continued practice, as indicated by a significant effect of *block* across groups (*F* ~(4.24,280.00)~ = 4.68, *p* = 0.001), a marginally significant *block* by *group* interaction (*F* ~(12.73,280.00)~ = 1.70, *p* = 0.07) and a significant effect of *block* only in the ReactInt group in the subsequent post hoc analyses (*F* ~(3.59,68.12)~ = 8.37, *p* \< 0.001; *F* ~(3.00,42.01)~ = 0.50, *p* = 0.68; *F* ~(4.05,77.00)~ = 0.37, *p* = 0.83; *F* ~(3.32,4646)~ = 1.56, *p* = 0.21, ReactInt, React8hInt, ReactNoInt and NoReactNoInt group respectively). Thus, the rapid within-test improvement in performance rate observed one day after effective post-reactivation interference did not result from a simple performance acceleration, but rather required or occurred due to significant changes in IPIs pattern. The fact that these changes were not associated with greater reliance on previously formed IPIs patterns more likely indicates that these patterns were not available/not accessible, as opposed to the NoReactNoInt group. Therefore, we propose that the impaired performance rate after the immediate post-reactivation interfering training reflects the genuine loss of consolidated knowledge. However, decreased similarity of IPIs pattern on Day3 to one formed by the end of the initial training on Day1, i.e., before consolidation processes of newly acquired skill took effect, indicates that rather than hindering memory trace restabilization, behavioral interference resulted in a genuine modification of the consolidated memory trace.

Discussion {#Sec10}
==========

The goal of our study was to test whether, in humans, behavioral interference, in a form of new learning, can be used as a reliable method to disrupt a putative post-reactivation reconsolidation process of procedural ("how to") motor memory leading to a genuine loss of the consolidated knowledge. To this end, we first examined the time-dependent effect of new learning, introduced after a brief reactivation experience on Day2, on the subsequent performance of the initially trained sequence on Day3. Only immediate post-reactivation experience with the Int-Seq, but not after 8-hour delay, was associated with degraded performance of the initially trained sequence so that post-training consolidation gains, expressed for the T-Seq by all groups on Day2, were lost. Furthermore, by assessing changes in the patterns of inter-key press intervals, we showed that under-expression of consolidation gains on Day3 following immediate post-reactivation interfering experience could not be explained by a transient retrieval failure, but more likely reflected genuine memory impairment. Moreover, the current study is the first one to provide insights into the nature of the consolidated memory loss induced by behavioral interference. Our findings are not in accord with the reconsolidation view on retrieval-induced plasticity and suggest instead that a competitive learning experience, juxtaposed to the retrieval of a pre-established movement routine, modifies the "how to" motor memory through integration of the new movement routine with the old one hence creating interference.

In the current study, only one performance block was used on Day2 to reactivate the previously established motor memory trace. While all three groups that took part in the reactivation phase expressed significant consolidation gains overnight during the reactivation block, this brief experience with the initially trained sequence *per se* did not contribute to further significant improvement in performance rate form Day2 to Day3. Yet, one reactivation block was sufficient to make the retrieved memory susceptible to behavioral interference. The detrimental effects of immediate post-reactivation interference were expressed in the loss of consolidation gains overnight. Our results, together with the negative outcome from the latest study by Hardwicke and colleagues (2016) who did not observe performance degradation from Day2 to Day3 following retest-interference manipulation using a very similar design but with longer reactivation phase, provide strong support to the notion that the length of reactivation is a crucial boundary condition determining whether consolidated motor memories in humans can be partly disrupted or not^[@CR15]^. However, it does not imply that interference following longer reactivation experience used in previous studies has no effect on retrieval-induced plasticity. In the latter case, rather than inducing a loss of the previously consolidated knowledge, the post-reactivation interference could block additional delayed gains in performance that are typically observed overnight between Day2 and Day3 when no interference is afforded^[@CR9],\ [@CR29],\ [@CR30]^. Thus, it may be the case that instead of hindering reconsolidation/restabilization processes for a previously consolidated motor memory trace, an interfering experience may affect the retrieved memory through consolidation processes initiated for the combined experience of old and new movement routines.

The detrimental effects of immediate post-reactivation interference reported by Walker *et al*.^[@CR9]^ were expressed in a significant decrease in accuracy with no significant change in speed. However, the current results as well as the outcomes of other studies that used variations of similar paradigm, with either interference in a form of new learning or transcranial magnetic stimulation^[@CR15],\ [@CR29],\ [@CR30]^, are not consistent with the former pattern of results and show, instead, that effective post-reactivation interference significantly affect subjects' performance rate with no significant impact on accuracy. The null effect on accuracy can be explained by the fact that in the current study participants showed highly accurate performance from the very beginning of the experiment and, having no room for practice-induced improvement, it was also not possible to observe interference effects on accuracy. Noteworthy, studying other aspects of motor learning, it has been consistently shown that experience and memory processes for explicitly known motor sequences are associated with substantial changes in performance rate while the number of errors remains minimal^[@CR17],\ [@CR18],\ [@CR24],\ [@CR27]^.

In the current study, experience-driven changes in the pattern of inter-key press intervals were assessed using Pearson correlation coefficients between IPIs patterns at different time-points of interest calculated for each individual. This approach is advantageous to address inter-subject differences in the motor sequence pattern^[@CR28],\ [@CR34],\ [@CR35]^ and allows to perform statistical inferences without making any assumption about the shape of the IPIs pattern and/or its modification at the group level. Moreover, this measure does not reflect changes in performance speed per se and may thus be more sensitive to changes in task representation within the neural system. However, in order to gain insight into the nature of underlying processes and their effect on memories, changes in IPIs pattern similarity should be considered together with changes in performance speed.

In line with the recent study^[@CR15]^, the impaired performance observed for the ReactInt group on Day3 rapidly improved within the retest session. A similar performance deficit and rapid improvement with continuous practice were also observed in the NoReactNoInt group. However during retest on Day3, the ReactInt and NoReactNoInt groups were radically different in their IPIs pattern dynamics so that the fast recovery of the previously formed IPIs pattern was evident only in the latter, when no post-training experience with the task on Day2 was afforded. We conjecture that the performance deficit followed by a fast recovery of the previously formed IPIs pattern observed in the NoReactNoInt group presumably indicates an initial failure in memory retrieval. In this case, fast regain of performance rate with continuous practice presumably indicates that increased reliance on the neural network previously established to generate the trained sequence allowed to rapidly recover previously obtained motor skill levels. By contrast, we did not find any evidence for rescue of previously formed IPIs patterns, i.e., the one formed by the end of training on Day1 or during the reactivation block on Day2, in the ReactInt group. The latter result presumably indicates that the previously formed IPIs patterns were not available/not accessible following immediate post-reactivation interference. Thus, retrieval failure as a possible explanation for performance deficit on Day3 observed in the ReactInt group is not supported. Instead, we propose that the loss of consolidation gains induced by behavioral interference implies a genuine impairment of the motor skill memory. In this case, rapid improvement in performance with continuous practice, paralleled by progressive changes in IPIs pattern in the ReactInt group during the retest, may reflect memory encoding processes during which a new memory trace is routed. Indeed, characteristic changes in the IPIs pattern on Day3 following immediate post-reactivation interference were similar to those observed during the initial training so that the degree of similarity to the IPIs pattern generated by each participant during the first block progressively decreased with practice. It has been suggested that changes in IPIs pattern during sequence production reflect fundamental changes in its neural representation^[@CR22]^, presumably implying the selection of neural ensembles to generate a sequence of movements in a more efficient way^[@CR36]^. Such optimization processes would involve fluctuations between different solutions available within the redundant motor system and would either be driven by the goal to minimize the cost function associated with movement as proposed by the optimal control model^[@CR37]^, or be guided by prior beliefs about the desired action upon active inference mechanism^[@CR38]^.

If the loss of consolidation gains observed in the current study one day after immediate post-reactivation interference is the consequence of a restabilization failure^[@CR15]^, one would have expected that the expression of the impaired memory would have been characterized by a greater reliance on task representation formed by the end of the initial training, i.e., before the newly encoded memory was stabilized through consolidation. However, our results indicate the opposite. Although overnight consolidation gains in performance were associated with significant changes in the IPIs pattern, the correlation between the IPIs pattern generated during the reactivation block on Day2 and the IPIs pattern formed by the end of the initial training on Day1 remains strong (Fig. [6A](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). From Day2 to Day3 this strong similarity to the IPIs pattern formed by the end of training significantly decreased but only if immediate post-reactivation interference was afforded (i.e., in the ReactInt group). Thus, strengthening and weakening of motor memory as indicated by consolidation gains overnight and their loss following effective post-reactivation interference, respectively, were associated with significant changes in the IPIs pattern so that in both cases its similarity to the IPIs pattern formed by the end of the initial training decreased. We suggest that, rather than a failure in restabilization/reconsolidation of the reactivated memory trace, the characteristic changes in IPIs pattern observed in the current study support a model where post-reactivation plasticity induced by behavioral intervention involves integration of new information through its consolidation^[@CR39]^. According to this model, integration of new information depending on its content can either compete or not with the older memory resulting in degraded or improved performance^[@CR7],\ [@CR40]^.

It is worth noting that stable performance in participants who successfully carried over consolidation gains expressed during the reactivation block to the last experimental day was associated with stable IPIs pattern during the retest session. However, in these participants inferior similarity to the IPIs pattern formed by the end of training, compared to the NoReactNoInt group, suggests that any experience with the task modifies its representation. Here we show that performance rate as a measure of motor skill level alone may not be sensitive enough to these qualitative changes within the neural system. Obviously, the changes in task representation may be driven by various factors such as practice, off-line processes or interference, hence resulting in strengthening or weakening of previously established memories. However, further studies are required to better determine how particular characteristics of previous experience shape motor memories.

Despite great progress made in the elucidation of brain mechanisms involved in memory processes, the biological underpinnings of the time-dependent susceptibility to interference are still obscure. It has been suggested that interference by new learning afforded shortly after initial training may result from usurpation of resources that might otherwise be used to consolidate knowledge for the previously encoded motor sequence through mechanisms outlined in the synaptic tagging hypothesis^[@CR41]^. The synaptic tagging hypothesis posits that synapses activated during learning are temporarily tagged so that plasticity-related proteins generated in the cell body are captured by those synapses^[@CR42]^. Trafficking of plasticity-related proteins is essential for sustained long-term potentiation. Furthermore, synapses closer to those that are strongly stimulated and tagged during learning are more likely to be potentiated as well for a certain period of time. The induction of synaptic potentiation creates the potential for a lasting change in synaptic efficacy. One would thus assume that similar processes may be triggered by reactivation of the consolidated memory trace, hence increasing the probability that learning of a new sequence immediately after reactivation tags synapses located nearby to the reactivated ones. Consequently, the integration of different tasks representations in close proximity within the same population of neurons would create an interference problem^[@CR43]^.

Taken together, our findings suggest that behavioral interference, in a form of new learning of competitive task juxtaposed to a brief reactivation experience, can lead to genuine degradation of the pre-established "how to" knowledge in humans. However, rather than inducing a restabilization process, reactivation of a consolidated motor sequence memory trace triggers consolidation processes allowing integration of new information with the old one and, hence, increasing the probability that learning of a new sequence immediately after reactivation will create an interference problem. The transient nature of interference-induced deficit in motor skill observed in the current study cannot be explained by rapid memory rescue following initial failure in retrieval. Instead, we assume that following effective interference, rapid improvement in performance with the continuous practice reflects memory encoding process during which a new memory trace is routed.
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Ethics Statement {#Sec12}
----------------

All participants gave their written informed consent to take part in the study, which was approved by the Research ethics board of the RNQ (Regroupement Neuroimagerie Québec). All procedures were in accordance with the approved guidelines and regulations. Subjects were compensated for their participation.

Participants {#Sec13}
------------

The current report is based on the analyses of 70 healthy young right-handed^[@CR44]^ adults (mean age = 24.33, SD = 4.65, 50 females). Participation in the study required to be able to perform and learn the motor task. All participants reported no prior history of neurological or psychiatric illness, no brain injury and no addiction to drugs, alcohol or cigarettes (i.e., subjects were non-smokers or occasional smokers). Exclusion criteria included the current or chronic use of medication, any known learning disabilities, and an attention deficit disorder. Only individuals with less than 1 year of formal music training participated in the current study. Professional typists and experienced gamers were excluded as well. All participants had normal quality of sleep, as assessed by the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index questionnaire^[@CR45]^, and reported at least 6 hours of proper nocturnal sleep night before each experimental session.

Motor sequence learning task {#Sec14}
----------------------------

The participants were required to perform a computerized version of the sequential finger tapping task adapted from Karni *et al*. (1995, 1998), as the later has previously been used by different laboratories to characterize different stages of motor sequence learning^[@CR17],\ [@CR24],\ [@CR27]^, including the reconsolidation process of consolidated motor memories in humans^[@CR9],\ [@CR15],\ [@CR29],\ [@CR30],\ [@CR46]^. This task was implemented using the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions and implemented in Matlab (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA). Lying supine, participants were instructed to tap a 5-element sequence of finger movements on a 4-key response pad using their left (non-dominant) hand (Fig. [1A](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The target sequence was introduced to participants using numbers from 1 to 4 that corresponded to the 4 fingers of their left hand (excluding the thumb) from the little to the index finger respectively. Full explicit introduction of the sequence and instruction to perform the task "as fast and accurate as possible" were given before each experimental session. In case of occasional errors, participants were asked "not to correct errors and to continue the task from the beginning of the sequence". The session was initiated only after the participant reproduced the target sequence accurately three times in a row, without any error. During each session, periods of rest (25 s) and performance (60 key-presses) were marked by visual stimuli (red and green fixation cross, respectively) presented in the middle of the screen. After completing 60 key presses without feedback (i.e., production of 12 possible 5-element sequences) during each performance block, the color of the stimulus automatically changed from green to red, and subjects were simply required to look at the fixation cross during the rest period. This protocol controlled for the number of movements executed per block to ensure that the same sensory-motor experience with the task was afforded across participants during a particular session.

Design and Experimental Procedure {#Sec15}
---------------------------------

The study consisted of three experimental phases, (1) training, (2) memory reactivation with/without an interfering training condition and (3) retest; all of these testing phases being carried out on three consecutive days (Fig. [1B](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). For each participant, the experimental phases were administered at approximately the same time of day to minimize putative impact of circadian and homeostatic factors on individual performance levels throughout the experiment^[@CR47]^. During training on the first day (Day1), participants were instructed to perform the sequence 1-4-2-3-1 (T-Seq) for 14 successive performance blocks. Memory reactivation and/or interfering training took place on the second day (Day2). The memory trace for the T-Seq was reactivated using a single performance block (React). This block was also used to test changes in performance during post-training intervals. Behavioral interference was accomplished through an interfering training session that was similar to the initial training on Day1, except that subjects were asked to practice a novel sequence (1-3-2-4-1, Int-Seq). The two sequences, T-Seq and Int-Seq, were composed of identical component movements and were mirror reversed in relation to each other (in terms of order). Thus, the two sequences were matched for the number of movements per digit and differed only in their order. Finally on the last day (Day3), all participants were retested on their performance of the T-Seq using seven blocks of performance.

Data Analyses {#Sec16}
-------------

Performance measures were calculated for each participant and, unless otherwise stated, the analyses were designed as mixed repeated measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) using individual values as a within-subjects factor and group as a between-subject factor. The results were corrected for non-sphericity violation using the Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment, when appropriate.

Since a single block was available to evaluate performance for the trained sequence on Day2 (i.e., a single block to reactivate the memory trace), for the sake of consistency, performance levels at each time-point of interest were evaluated using data from one performance block only. This approach also minimizes the possibility that performance gains would be biased by additional practice during reactivation and retest sessions. However, there is evidence that performance of the trained motor sequence at the beginning of post-training sessions may be affected by warm-up effects that tend to drastically inflate initial inter-key-press time^[@CR25]^. Therefore, to account for possible inconsistency in performance and misestimation of actual skill levels, performance measures for each block were assessed using data based on last 30 key-presses only (i.e., equivalent to 6 sequences).

Post-training gains in performance rate were determined using a percentage score based upon performance levels achieved during the last block of the initial training on Day1 (End-T) as a baseline. Accordingly, performance durations during the reactivation block on Day2 and the first retest block on Day3 (React and Retest, respectively) were normalized to baseline, so that better levels of post-training performance, i.e., shorter performance durations, were associated with positive values (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, lower right plot). The normalized performance levels calculated for the reactivation block on Day2 constituted the delayed performance gains developed during the first post-training interval. These gains presumably reflect motor memory consolidation processes^[@CR11],\ [@CR16]^ and, therefore, are referred as consolidation gains. The normalized performance levels during the first retest block on Day3 constitute overall (total) gains developed by this time since the end of training on Day1. Finally, changes in performance during the post-reactivation interval were determined as a difference between normalized values calculated for the retest on Day3 (i.e., the first retest block) and for the reactivation block on Day2.

Next, we evaluated the rate of performance improvement during continuous experience with the task on Day3. For this purpose, gradient of linear regression (slope) through 4 data-points, corresponding to performance levels achieved by each individual during the first 4 retest blocks were calculated^[@CR33]^.

Finally, inter-key press intervals (IPIs), i.e., durations between successive key presses, of all correctly completed sequences were extracted for each performance block of interest, being classified according to one of 4 possible transitions between successive elements within a sequence plus an additional transition between the sequences. Average IPIs were then calculated separately for each of five possible transitions excluding any value that was above or beyond two standard deviations from the mean. This procedure resulted in 5-element vectors of IPIs that represent individual IPIs patterns implemented during performance at different time-points of interest (Supplementary Fig. [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Experience-driven changes in IPIs patterns were assessed using normalized Pearson correlation coefficients calculated between two IPIs patterns at different time-points of interest. Note that the correlation coefficient indicates the degree of similarity between IPIs patterns but do not reflect changes in overall performance rate.
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